
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to Brook Jackson, a whistleblower who worked on P7zer’s Phase 3 COVID jab trial in the

fall of 2020, data were falsi7ed, patients were unblinded, the company hired poorly trained people

to administer the injections, and follow-up on reported side effects was signi7cantly delayed.

Her testimony was published November 2, 2021, in The British Medical Journal by investigative

journalist Paul Thacker, who noted that:

“[F]or researchers who were testing P3zer’s vaccine at several sites in Texas during that

autumn, speed may have come at the cost of data integrity and patient safety … Staff who

conducted quality control checks were overwhelmed by the volume of problems they were

3nding.”

December 2, 2021, The Last American Vagabond interviewed Jackson (video above ) about what

she saw while working on P7zer’s trial. Jackson is a trained clinical trial auditor with more than 15

years’ experience in clinical research coordination and management.

She had previously held a director of operations position before she was hired in early September

2020 by the Ventavia Research Group, a research organization charged with testing P7zer’s COVID

jab at several sites in Texas. Right from the start, Jackson was struck by the chaotic nature of the

operation.

She also felt the informed consent was inadequate, considering the novel nature of the mRNA gene

transfer technology. On top of that, she found the crash cart contained expired medications, and

some important emergency medications — were a participant to suffer an acute adverse event —

were missing entirely.

Data Forgery Among the Many Problems IdentiBed

Jackson claims she repeatedly informed her superiors of poor laboratory management, patient

safety concerns and data integrity issues. When she realized her concerns were ignored, she 7nally

7led a complaint with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. In her complaint to the FDA, Jackson

listed a dozen incidents of concern, including the following:

Participants were not monitored by clinical staff after receiving the shot

Patients who experienced adverse effects were not promptly evaluated and protocol deviations

were not being reported

The P7zer injection vials were stored at improper temperatures

Laboratory specimens were mislabeled

Later that same day, Jackson was 7red. According to her separation letter, management decided

she was “not a good 7t” for the company. According to Jackson, this was the 7rst time she’d ever

been 7red in her 20-year career as a clinical research coordinator. As noted by Thacker:

“In a recording of a meeting in late September 2020 between Jackson and two directors a

Ventavia executive can be heard explaining that the company wasn’t able to quantify the

types and number of errors they were 3nding when examining the trial paperwork for

quality control. ‘In my mind, it’s something new every day,’ a Ventavia executive says. ‘We

know that it’s signi3cant.’

Ventavia was not keeping up with data entry queries, shows an email sent by ICON, the

contract research organization with which P3zer partnered on the trial. ICON reminded

Ventavia in a September 2020 email: ‘The expectation for this study is that all queries are

addressed within 24hrs.’

ICON then highlighted over 100 outstanding queries older than three days in yellow.

Examples included two individuals for which ‘Subject has reported with Severe

symptoms/reactions … Per protocol, subjects experiencing Grade 3 local reactions should

be contacted. Please con3rm if an UNPLANNED CONTACT was made and update the

corresponding form as appropriate.’

According to the trial protocol a telephone contact should have occurred ‘to ascertain

further details and determine whether a site visit is clinically indicated.’ Documents show

that problems had been going on for weeks.

In a list of ‘action items’ circulated among Ventavia leaders in early August 2020, shortly

after the trial began and before Jackson’s hiring, a Ventavia executive identi3ed three site

staff members with whom to ‘Go over e-diary issue/falsifying data, etc.’ One of them was

‘verbally counseled for changing data and not noting late entry,’ a note indicates.”

Jackson’s disclosures were recently featured in the Italian documentary, “P7zergate.”  The

documentation she gathered are available for download on the COVID Vaccine Reaction’s website.

Ventavia, PBzer and FDA Ignore Accusations

Strangely enough, the extent of Ventavia’s effort to defend itself has been to deny that Jackson ever

worked on the P7zer trial — a charge that is veri7ably false, as she has documentation proving she

was assigned to work on the trial.

P7zer has also remained mum on the issue. The company did not reply to any of The BMJ’s

questions, one of which was whether Ventavia’s data were incorporated into P7zer’s safety and

e`cacy analyses.

We do know, however, that none of the problems Jackson raised in her complaint to the FDA were

noted or addressed in P7zer’s brie7ng document, submitted to the FDA’s advisory committee

meeting December 20, 2020, when its emergency use authorization application was reviewed.

The FDA went ahead and gave the P7zer jab emergency use authorization the very next day, despite

being in receipt of Jackson’s complaint, which ought to have put the brakes on the FDA’s

authorization. At bare minimum, they should have investigated the matter before proceeding.

The BMJ has tried to get answers from the FDA as to why it has not inspected any of Ventavia’s trial

sites in the wake of Jackson’s accusations, and whether other complaints about the trial have been

received. An FDA spokesperson told The BMJ the agency cannot comment as it is “an ongoing

matter,” whatever that means.

The FDA did say, though, that it has “full con7dence in the data that were used to support the P7zer-

BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine authorization and the Comirnaty approval.” Considering they’ve not

investigated Jackson’s complaints, their vote of con7dence doesn’t strike me as particularly

convincing.

Other Ventavia Witnesses Speak Out

Jackson wasn’t the only employee to get sacked from Ventavia after raising concerns about the

integrity of the P7zer trial. According to Thacker, several other Ventavia employees either left or

were 7red. Among them is a Ventavia o`cial who had participated in the late September meeting

cited above. Thacker writes:

“In a text message sent [to Jackson] in June the former o_cial apologized, saying that

‘everything that you complained about was spot on.’ Two former Ventavia employees spoke

to The BMJ anonymously for fear of reprisal and loss of job prospects in the tightly knit

research community. Both con3rmed broad aspects of Jackson’s complaint.

One said that she had worked on over four dozen clinical trials in her career, including many

large trials, but had never experienced such a ‘helter skelter’ work environment as with

Ventavia on P3zer’s trial.

‘I’ve never had to do what they were asking me to do, ever,’ she told The BMJ. ‘It just

seemed like something a little different from normal — the things that were allowed and

expected.’”

According to these whistleblowers, problems persisted after Jackson’s 7ring. One of them claims

there were, on several occasions, not enough staff to test trial participants who reported COVID-like

symptoms.

Laboratory con7rmed symptomatic COVID-19 was the primary endpoint of the trial, so this was a

crucial task. An FDA review memorandum from August 2021 states that 477 trial participants with

suspected COVID-19 were not tested for infection. “I don’t think it was good clean data,” the former

Ventavia employee told Thacker. “It’s a crazy mess.”

Such statements clearly dy in the face of statements made by world leaders, health authorities and

the mainstream media. Most, like federal health minister for Australia, Greg Hunt, have claimed the

COVID shots have undergone “rigorous, independent testing” to ensure they’re “safe, effective and

manufactured to a high standard.”

Nothing we know so far supports such a conclusion. The testing has been far from rigorous and

has not been independently veri7ed.

Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) data show they’re shockingly far from safe;

real-world data show effectiveness wanes within a handful of months while leaving you more

susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 variants and other infections; and manufacturing standards have also

been shown lacking, as a variety of foreign contaminants have been found in the vials.

Science Depends on Rigorous Data Collection

The video above is a short extract from a November 2, 2021, meeting organized by Sen. Ron

Johnson, during which Peter Doshi, Ph.D., associate editor of The BMJ, reviewed some of the many

concerns experts have about the integrity of the COVID jab data.

He pointed out that P7zer’s raw trial data will not be made available until May 2025. So far, P7zer

has refused to release any of its raw data to independent investigators and, without that, there’s no

possible way to con7rm that what P7zer is claiming is actually true and correct.

In other words, we’re expected to simply take the word of a company that has earned a top spot on

the list of white collar criminals; a company that in 2009 was 7ned a record-breaking $2.3 billion in

7nes for fraudulent marketing and health care fraud.  Press releases are not science. They’re

marketing. Without the raw data, we have no science upon which to base our decisions about the

COVID kill shot.

Doshi stressed how utterly unscienti7c a process we’re now following. He also points out that

doctors have an ethical duty to not recommend a treatment for which they have no data. Quoting

from a 2020 article he co-wrote:

“Data transparency is not a ‘nice to have.’ Claims made without access to the data —

whether appearing in peer reviewed publications or in preprints without peer review — are

not scienti3c claims.

Products can be marketed without access to the data, but doctors and professional

societies should publicly state that, without complete data transparency, they will refuse to

endorse COVID-19 products as being based on science.”

“The point I am trying to make is very simple,” Doshi said. “The data from COVID vaccines are not

available and won’t be available for years. Yet, we are not just ‘asking’ but ‘mandating’ millions of

people to take these vaccines … Without data, it’s not science.”

FDA Wants 75 Years to Release PBzer Trial Data

In September 2021, a group called Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency

(PHMPT) 7led a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request with the FDA to obtain the

documentation used to approve Comirnaty, including safety and effectiveness data, adverse

reaction reports and lists of active and inactive ingredients.

In their FOIA application, the PHMPT asked the agency to expedite release of the documents — a

reasonable request, considering we have no raw data and the shots are being pushed on children

as young as 5. When, after a month, the FDA still had not responded to the FOIA request, the

PHMPT sued.

The FDA initially asked the judge to allow them to delay the full release of all documents — a total

of 329,000 pages — until 2076, doling out just 500 pages per month. The judge agreed.

A short while later, the FDA claimed it found another 59,000 pages, which would necessitate

tacking on another 20 years.  The full release, according to the FDA, can’t be completed until 2096,

at which time most of us will be dead and buried. As noted by Aaron Siri, the lawyer working on the

case on behalf of the PHMPT:

"If you 3nd what you are reading di_cult to believe — that is because it is dystopian for the

government to give P3zer billions, mandate Americans to take its product, prohibit

Americans from suing for harms, but yet refuse to let Americans see the data underlying its

licensure."

All of that said, the initial release of some 92 pages are so damning, we won’t need hundreds of

thousands of pages to make an assessment as to the safety of these shots. In fact, the data are so

incredibly bad, it raises serious questions about how the FDA could possibly conclude that the

P7zer shot is safe enough to use, especially on pregnant women and children.

Shocking Revelations in First Batch of FOIA Docs

In mid-November 2021, two months after the lawsuit against it was 7led, the FDA released the 7rst

batch of 91 pages,  which reveal the FDA has been aware of shocking safety issues since April

30, 2021.

Cumulatively, through February 28, 2021, P7zer received 42,086 adverse event reports, including

1,223 deaths, primarily from the U.S., U.K., Italy, Germany, France and Portugal. Of those adverse

events, 25,379 were medically con7rmed. Below is a chart from one of the documents,  showing a

general overview of the reported outcomes.

To have 1,223 fatalities and 42,086 reports of injury in the 7rst three months is a signi7cant safety

signal, especially when you consider that the 1976 swine du vaccine was pulled after only 25

deaths.

In the video above, Melanie Risdon with the Western Standard interviews Dr. Daniel Nagase, a

doctor in Alberta, Canada, who was stripped of his Alberta medical license after successfully

treating COVID-19 patients with ivermectin. Nagase reviews other equally devastating data in these

documents.

He points out that of the 42,086 patients who were injured at some point during those 7rst three

months, 520 of them were diagnosed with a long-term disability or condition as a result. Not

recovered at the time of the report were 11,361. That means 27% of those injured had not

recovered from their adverse event.
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“ When people get injured by this shot, they’re
often injured very badly. Nearly 1 in 3 people who
got the shot and suffered an adverse effect ended
up dead, permanently disabled or with long-term,
unresolved injury.”

When you add it all together: the 1,223 deaths, the 520 long-term disabilities and the 11,361 who

had not recovered from their injury, you end up with just over 31%.

In other words, nearly 1 in 3 people who got the shot and suffered an adverse effect ended up dead,

permanently disabled or with long-term unresolved injury. “This should be front-page news,”

Nagase says. How can the FDA look at this and conclude that the shot is safe? Clearly, when people

get injured by this shot, they’re often injured very badly.

PBzer Data Prove Shot Is Unsafe for Pregnant Women

On page 12 of the “Cumulative Analysis of Post-Authorization Adverse Event Reports Received

Through 28-Feb-2021” document,  you 7nd data on pregnant and lactating women. Here too, the

results are hair-raising and should have triggered a complete stop to the injection campaign of

pregnant and nursing women.

Disturbingly, they did not collect comprehensive data on these women, such as which trimester

they were in when they received the shots. This again points to serious problems with P7zer’s trial

data collection. How do you include pregnant women in a trial and don’t collect basic information

such as how many weeks pregnant they are?

On page 12 we 7nd that out of 124 adverse event cases involving a pregnant woman, only 49 were

non-serious and 75 were serious. So, out of the 274 pregnant mothers who reported an adverse

event, 27% suffered a SERIOUS adverse event, such as a miscarriage or stillbirth. “That’s an

incredible danger!” Nagase says and, again, the FDA has been aware of this danger since April 30,

2021.

The data also show there’s danger for breastfeeding mothers. Of the 133 nursing mothers who 7led

a report, 17 of the breastfed babies — 13% — suffered an adverse event through this secondary

exposure (breastmilk), a 7nding that Nagase calls “absolutely stupendous.”

“So, this idea that the ‘vaccine’ sheds and transfers through breastmilk is absolutely true,”

he says. “It’s proven by P3zer’s own adverse event data.”

Children at Risk for Serious Long-Term Injury

P7zer also received 34 adverse event reports involving children under the age of 12, the youngest

being 2 months old. Of those, 24 were categorized as “serious” and only 10 were “non-serious.” So,

of the children who were injured, 70.6% suffered SERIOUS injury.

How can our health agencies approve this COVID shot for children under the age of 12 when a vast

majority of injuries, when they occur, are serious ones? What’s more, 13 of the children who were

seriously injured remained unresolved as of February 28, 2021.

According to Nagase, based on these documents alone, P7zer’s COVID shot should have been

permanently pulled from the market. The reason it wasn’t, he believes, is because the medical and

regulatory systems have both been corrupted and usurped by the drug industry. They want to make

money off these shots, and our health authorities are covering up proven harms in order to facilitate

pro7tmaking.

At the end of the day, only you can decide what’s in your best interest. But please, do review the

actual science before you make your decision and don’t blindly trust corporate press releases and

unsupported statements of safety.

P7zer’s own data prove it’s not safe by any reasonable de7nition of the word, and that’s on top of

the testimony of Jackson and others who have seen just how shoddy the data gathering is.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,738 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Retsbew
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Brook Jackson states that she is not an anti-vaxxeer; that she has 2 shots and that her children have the usual childhood

immunizations.  She also says she is not against the vaccine for certain populations and I feel that she is absolutely wrong with this

statement.  I do not appreciate it and I stopped listening to this interview once Brook Jackson said this.   I would like to ask her why it

is appropriate that "certain populations" should play Russian Roulette" with their lives? Sorry, Brook Jackson, my life is just as valuable

to me as your's is to you and I 7nd your statement to be harmful and idiotic.  Since this started I've done su`cient research to know

that there may be 3 different batches of "vaccine."  

It's been suggested 1. Flu shot, 2. Saline, 3. the killer shot with Graphene Oxide, and the shot that needs to be countered with Suramin.

 So am I to assume you also think "certain populations" have just been around too long? Brook Jackson is intelligent and very likeable.

 But just that one statement is enough for me to discount any more she might say:   She makes this statement at 19:49:  "I'm not

against the vaccine, I think it's appropriate in certain patient populations" We can go on and on until the cows come home with all the

malfeasance we are surrounded with.  Until the protagonists are apprehended, charged and brought to trial this continues like a

rehearsal and it's not helping anyone's mental health.
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lovestosing6
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Thank you for this Retsbew - Three different batches of vaccines.  Well, we won't want everyone getting sick at once!  Do you

think the majority of the boosters contain the hydrogel with the nanoparticles?  I feel like that's their goal over the 'mRNA' one.

I so agree with you.  When explaining how the DPT took our baby cousin's life and gave my daughter seizures and broke her

immune system, the health department nurse (when getting the waiver) she said she was 'very sorry' BUT made it clear that she

STILL believes in vaccines.   I interviewed a ped doc and she literally said the same thing.  In fact, she was quite nervous to have

an unvax'd child in her lobby, just in case.   Pfft, little did she know, I don't take my kids to the doctor, I just want someone 'in

case' something happened, like a broken bone.  Of course, now we have urgent cares everywhere - so they still don't go to the

doc o`ce.  It's not in our make-up to rely on someone else to '7x' us.  I hate that urgent care pushes that same darn DPT

vaccine.  Grrrr.

I understand being brainwashed to believe the number of deaths would outweigh the number of lives saved - but I have been

across the country and witness to families who have one or two vax injured children - which changed their journey on this planet

very much the way it changed mine.  a) I do the opposite of what they say and b) follow the money.   Now mine are young adults

and, except for my vax inj'd, they have intact immune systems that I have watched with wonder at the level of health they've

achieved throughout the years.   Our bodies are amazing!
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Sing6...More than ever, the Gain-Function nano-particle-tinkering controversy is pitting all MDs, public health policy wonks (like

CDC's Walensky), and "virology professionals", AGAINST each other. If you're an MD of any competence these days, you must

take a side. Patients consulting with MDs must discern as the 7rst thing: Which side are they on?
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Retsbew, There are not just three batches of these "vaccines".  Each manufacturing company has, and are releasing multiple

batches.  Because they are all coded and can be tracked on the US system VAERS, a British researcher, Craig Paardekooper,

with a penchant for spreadsheets and databases has done just that with startling results.   It really is a bombshell just waiting to

explode! He has shown that the batches vary in toxicity, with the most deadly being a thousand times or more toxic than the

least.  The Big Pharma companies coded these batches and they must know the the injuries and deaths they are causing.  They

appear to be released in identi7able patterns. This explains why some people succumb and others seem impervious to the jabs

with all manner of reactions in-between.

 An independent research organization has replicated and con7rmed his work.  This evidence is extremely disturbing and

should in a normal world, be su`cient to have the program of injections stopped immediately.  Big Pharma, Big Tech,

Governments and the Media have to be suppressing this information.   Please take a look at his work 7rsthand here in the link

and be prepared for a shock.   It's much more than a smoking gun.   There are 6 short videos in the link explaining how the data

were analyzed and sorted. I beg you to check them out and spread the word. data-matter.tvwfc.co.uk/.../craigpaardekooper
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Thank you for your care and integrity Retsbew, much appreciated! I too respond the same way.  Caps here for emphasis and to

make a point, not for shouts, thank you all for understanding. WHAT IS WRONG WITH BEING SO CALLED "ANTI VAX" ANYWAY?

WHAT IS WRONG WITH ASKING MEDICAL SAFETY QUESTIONS? IF SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THAT THEN MAJOR AND

HIGH LEVEL CRIMES ARE AFOOT! PERIOD, END! WE NEED TO SAY THIS TO PEOPLE WHO CALL OUT THAT BRAINLESS,

BRAIN-DEAD REFRAIN "ANTI VAX". TIME TO BLOODY WELL WAKE UP!!!! MEDICAL SAFETY IS AT STAKE!!! I GUESS TO ASK

QUESTIONS ABOUT SUCH A THING---AT ANY TIME, LET ALONE FOR  AN EXPERIMENTAL SO-CALLED "VACCINE",  IS REALLY A

CRIME? SHEESH.

Guess what, it is not a crime to be anti-vax. It is not a crime to ask medical safety questions. IN FACT, IT IS A CRIME TO *NOT*

ASK MEDICAL SAFETY QUESTIONS! IT IS A VIOLENT CRIME TO BE BULLIED  BY STUPID, AIR HEADED RHETORIC FOR

PROTECTING ONESELF FROM SIDE EFECTS AND POSSIBLY EVEN DEATH!  WHat's wrong with learning about how the immune

system works and asking questions about the impacts to the immune system from a vax? WHY doesn't society ask questions

about side effects not only to themselves, but to the greater cross sectors as vaccines and so-called vax's which really are

genetic modi7cation of the immune system, are stacked, and stacked, and stacked?  

What FOOLS these mortals be! We are not allowed to ask such a thing? violent bullies, call them out! GLARE!!!!! PROSECUTE!!

 And if people CHOOSE to want to keep their eyes closed, then they will learn by their own misfortune! But We do not have to be

the gullible fools who end our own lives or our own medical wellbeing on account of bullying, coercion and pure Tom Foolery.

ENOUGH ALREADY!
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I also disagree with people trying to appease both sides at once. "Either you're for us - or you're against us"!
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Agreed with you and randyfast. A line has been drawn. This isn’t a matter of differing opinions or fence sitters.
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Stephjask      much thanks for the Paardekooper library link. I sent over some of his early data compilation last month to a few

friends and family "fence-sitters" overseas. They've been conspicuously quiet ever since. Oh well, I'll just wish them a good new

year and we'll pretend that never happened.
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This is rather smug. You certainly can be right in your 3-shot belief, but there is no evidence. She has also proved, P7zer et al

have gone a long way at throwing time & money into a pandemic story. Her work has always been in keeping standards of trial

safety, not to analyze what’s in the product. There are more people around me believing that shot has provided them safety, no

matter what you and I believe. Give up your righteousness. This woman has done a noble deed.
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h Retsbew - I have stated many times over the years on this comments section - VACCINES ARE PREDATORY COMMERCIAL

BULLSHIT - historically, Mankind has evolved and survived for a million years without the need for toxic envenomation via

hypodermic input - these bandits that promote the undermining of the human organism as a necessity are nothing more than

modern piracy - they are latter day SOUL THIEVES looking to suck your life for their SOUL HUNGER - only complete FOOLS could

be gullible enough to allow these monsters to eat them alive,
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Right!  If the jab has any adverse effect why would it be ok for anyone?!  When I went for a recent checkup my doctor said “keep

doing what you’re doing to stay healthy and don’t get the shot”.  This is the kind of doctor we all need right now. Someone who

recognizes the dangers and helps his patients with reaching optimal health. I’d run from any doctor who suggested otherwise.
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Hi from Ottawa, Canada, the home of confusion and paranoia when it comes to Covid 19 and the aftermath.  Going back to

journalism classes, when we were advised to use Statistics Canada as a resource to "back up any story that we wrote," I didn't

like the manipulative sound of that.  And later, working in the press, when I saw how editors wielded numbers, not like a kindly

support system, but to blow up any theory they didn't fancy, it aggravated me.  During the plan-demic numbers have been used

drastically to cajole and scare the dickens out of innocent readers.  The UK Daily Mail has to have an entire set of colour coded

graphs that they trot out to suit the mood they are injecting for the day.  And yes, that's how powerful they 7gure they are as they

reject any comment you make based on fact that they are totally wrong.  I've saved a few of the "rejects" to offer when hopefully

the press is held responsible for the unconscionable and prejudiced material they foster while preventing the truth being told.

Yes, I do know about the gentleman, Craig Paardekooper, who has an in-depth analysis of batches, Stephjask, and I admire his

work.  Most of my working life was in and out of the courts and I hope his records will be used to blow the Covid fabrications to

kingdom come.  I wish I had the ability, but like lovestosing, I have a friend with two vaccine damaged sons, never able to be

employed but just the same brilliant like their mum who's a world class photographer.  When I see what really happens to

vaccine damaged people, that touches me more than numbers - and why don't they stop injecting the poison when more than

whatever the injured minimum used to be, is exceeded?  On redection I'm sure that the reasoning behind the batches is to stall

the courts and cause a lot of time wasted argument.  However, in Canada, if you waste the time of the court the penalty is far

higher and I've seen that happen.
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Wow, I guess we know what 'kate's in'  ....perhaps P7zer stock with an opt-out option for the actual product?  That's a little kinder

than what I was tempted to say, but these are trying time & I'm losing patience with paid liar$ and p$yops.  That is the absolute

opposite of the word out of the hospitals among working staff, & everyone my traveling technician husband in and out of

multiple businesses is hearing & testifying to.  Vaxed people are sickening, dying & being debilitated  at incredible rates....and

there IS a pattern.  If you are known as the type of person who asks uncomfortable questions & insists on the truth: you'd better

beware taking that shot.  Having the oh-so-self-righteous accuse you of their sin is something you're undoubtedly already

immune to, & a coping mechanism for the crippled consciences out there trying to justify harming & ripping off their brother.

 Folks do 7ne until some ying-yang on the line or at the next desk takes the shot and sheds all over everyone.
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I agree Retsbew.  Those who feel obligated to state "I got the vaccine" as if it gives them credibility are actually advertising their

idiocy and naivete.   As far as encouraging the vax for certain at-risk cohorts, there is evidence they get less bene7t because

their immune systems don't respond well to the vaccine, and they are even more likely to be damaged  by the jab simply

because they are weak physical specimens.  So there.

Stephjask - I've read the same about the wild variation in harms from different lots.  The pressing question that raises is - does

that mean the vaccine itself is NOT dangerous, since so many lots have virtually no adverse event reports?  IOW, the MRNA and

the spike protein it spawns are OK, it's just certain batches that are contaminated in some way as to cause harm.  The other

possibility is the jabs are dangerous when they work as advertised, but most batches are inert.  Very strange and hard to explain

phenomenon that raises that vital question.
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I would not be surprised that what ever people are getting is not the same products. www.bitchute.com/.../WC3Xgs0W32mN
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Wonderful Comment Retsbew. I saw this today which many already know

vaccineimpact.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2021/12/VAERS-cases-and-d..   But if things are not going right, the vaccines

must be halted until they get better results with fewer or NO problems. No one group, young or old, should be subjected to

something that is potentially life threatening.
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Retsbew, I'm with you!
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www.newsfromtheperimeter.com/home/2021/11/24/slovenia-nurse-claims-the..
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The Unvaxxed [Ungraphenated] May Soon Be Shipped to Quarantine [Concentration] Camps

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/12/30/quarantine-camp..  

If we are to go by actual science and data, the warning Biden issued should have gone out to the [graphenated – injected]

vaccinated, because everything points to the double and triple jabbed being at increased risk for graphene poisoning, especially

with the Omicron [psyop] variant.

Industrial Engineer Whistleblower: Graphene Shrapnel [razor blades] Found In Vaccines Microscope (Holger Reißner)

www.bitchute.com/.../1jlP1cAmMpK7  

Graphenated Search – 00 BitChute

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphenated&kind=video&sort=new  

Graphine Search – 00 BitChute

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  

“YOU WILL LIVE TO SEE MANMADE HORRORS BEYOND YOUR COMPREHENSION” – DR. BHAKDI

Dr Bhakdi: Vaccines Are Killing Us! Killer Lymphocytes Invading Hearts & Lungs Of Vaxxed People

www.bitchute.com/.../6CYsxkxaGYvA  

WAR GAMES- THIS IS WHY THEY HAVE TO VACCINATE CHILDREN… A MUST VIDEO - Bobby Kennedy

tapnewswire.com/2021/12/war-games-this-is-why-they-have-to-vaccinate-c..

John O’Looney talks from his hospital bed

tapnewswire.com/2021/12/john-olooney-talks-from-his-hospital-bed/#comm..

libertytactics.co.uk/the-australia-health-act-a-warning-to-the-world/
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These two quotes from Voltaire (1694 – 1778) comes to mind that are still true today:   1) If you want to know who controls you, look

at who you are not allowed to criticize.   2) Anyone who has the power to make you believe absurdities, has the power to make you

commit injustices.
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Thanks, Pete, for these invaluable quotes. ‘Control’  is the operative word here and who controls access to data proving safety

and e`cacy of P7zer injections?  An anonymous letter to the BMJ “I am struggling to understand why patients decide not to get

the covid vaccine” reputedly from a “consultant anaesthetist working in a busy hospital” elicited 11 replies which of course are

(rightly) classi7ed by the BMJ as ‘opinion’ and not peer reviewed articles.  That the BMJ even published  them comes as a

surprise, or perhaps the anonymous letter was just a come-on to allow referenced articles disguised as ‘opinion’ to be published

without the BMJ getting itself into trouble.  Who knows ?

Nothing, but nothing can be taken at face value any more in this world of subterfuge and lies. We are being schooled in the

elements of life for ordinary citizens in Na-zi  Germany - except that - for now  - the unvaxxed do not yet wear a yellow star*, nor

are yet herded from their homes at gunpoint with the peremptory command:  ‘raus! ‘raus!  I see little difference between those

events and our world except that now the demagogues are greater in number, the planning was decades in the making and the

agenda moves forward incrementally in order to secure acceptance and delay suspicion of malfeasance:

www.bmj.com/.../bmj.n3152  

* re the yellow star to identify the unvaxxed:  a relative experiencing severe symptoms was recently admitted to an NHS hospital

but on revealing her unvaxxed status was forced to wear a red armband and kept waiting for hours in the cold. After a negative

C-19 test, she was sent home with no treatment. She managed to persuade her local GP to see her who diagnosed P.O.T.S, a

relatively serious condition affecting blood pressure and heart rhythm. It seems NHS services are now limited to COVID-19

testing and “vaccinations”.
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Abbreviated replies from BMJ correspondents to the anonymous letter : - (1) “In the name of science, whose norms require data

access, we should refuse all treatments until companies make all data fully accessible, allowing us to work out a policy that

makes most sense. Lots of medical advocates for mandates talk in terms of moral injury. I see lots of patients seriously injured

by the vaccines and families of people who have died. They are gaslighted, told they have mental health problems, and face a

wall of anger if they ask about a possible vaccine input. Although I risk being struck off for mentioning these things, this

response is not anonymous”.  27 December 2021, David Healy, Professor of Psychiatry, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON

@drdavidhealy.

(2) “Because due diligence is not carried out the UK and EMA cannot verify the veracity of the data submitted, they have to take

it on trust……the FDA have now been forced by a Federal Court judge to release all the P7zer vaccine submission documents

under FOIA …..one issue of concern is that the vaccine has far more adverse reactions than originally listed in the initial

submissions. I am not prepared to chance my health on a vaccine which may or may not be safe or effective. It certainly needs

far more rigorous testing and evaluation and there needs to be more transparency from the government agencies and

regulators.

It seems that…. commercial interests have been made more important than actually delivering an effective public health control

solution. We have seen how a nepotistic chumocracy obtained PPE contracts without proper tendering, outsourcing test track

and trace and PCR testing to incompetent third parties with close political connections ….why would anyone trust a novel

vaccine which does not have full regulatory approval or licence, especially with so many nebulous condicts of interest

surrounding it?” 24 December 2021, Charles Buckshot-Foster, Antiquarian, Cashel, Connemara, Galway, Ireland.
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#2 I routinely quote as I hear of people going to a restaurant, wearing a mask to walk in, then removing it when they sit down.

The prime example of acquiescing to madness.  I'm banned from restaurants anyways but to know people actually do this??.....
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Thank you for sharing the quotes and Happy New Year!
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Pete, thanks for the Voltaire quotes.  Long life, 84. His quote ties in with the censorship we live under. Also according to the

dictionary re control:  "Megalomaniac - Greed for power.  The enjoyment of having power over other people and the craving for

more of it." Megalomania is a psychiatric disorder with delusions of power.  Just about de7nes a third of the population.  It is

what we are up against as we refuse to comply and try to stop the medical, technocratic, media, and government controls over

our lives. We are in a life or death situation 7ghting the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, and their minions such as Fauci and Gates.
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Voltaire was an arrogant, aristocratic Balaamite ass.  He died clawing the walls & cursing God, terrifying every maid who tried

attending him, the last declaring she'd never attend the deathbed of an in7del ever again.  NO ONE WAS ALLOWED TO

CRITICIZE THE MIGHTY SELF-WORSHIPPING VOLTAIRE, much less a mere 'serf'.  He died sorely vexed & 'perplexed' like

Crowley who was also self-deceived he'd die a 'god' for denying truth & blaspheming God with unspeakable acts & rituals.

Voltaire  also prophesied that the living truth, the scriptures of God he hated so much would be forgotten in a generation.

 Instead a King James Bible publisher & translating agency bought & took up residency at his former residence, because God

had other ideas & the 400 years of seeding & harvest unlike any in history was not yet 7nished, the corrupting & apostasy of

idolatrous humanism & dead Laodicea creeping in: utterly unaware of her condition, her blindness, and her nakedness.    

Voltaire's craftsmen buddies did succeed in corrupting & moving most men from the scriptures at that point back to Rome's

preferred corrupt Vaticanus & the ever-'evolving' foundation of the ever-changing cunning & shifting opinions & vain

imaginations of  powerful men imposing their will on others ....through craft & lying sophistries, extortions: men like Voltaire,

Erasmus Darwin, or the even 7lthier Rousseau, with their sophistries & their pedophilia & aristocratic manipulations of the 'little

people' until now we're seeing this horror on the world due to their 'success'.   Well, Psalm 2 and 1 Thessalonians 5, 2

Thessalonians 2 to them.  May they receive as they dealt to others.
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@fundementalassumpstions, while you, rightly or wrongly (I have no opinion), criticize Voltaire, the messenger, I again thank

Pete.Smith for bringing us Voltaire's two sentence message. They are right on in todays environment.
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Pete is entitled to an opinion.  I would never take that from anyone by pompous claims of superiority or any other means.  It's

why we had the Bill of Rights protections in a more plain-spoken, literate & manly era.  Whether it's an opinion founded in truth

or not is another matter, and varnishing & gilding turds worshipping men others held up to us a 'gods' blindly & without

examining their actual histories & characters is how we got where we are today.   Remember: Clinton could use 'trailer park

trash' til the cows come home (or the chickens home to roost)....but 'it's the economy, stupid'.  The DARK economy.
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Resolution to Support The Adoption of A National Health Freedom Constitutional Amendment WHEREAS, Founding Father Dr.

Benjamin Rush, MD warned us over two centuries ago: “Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come

when medicine will organize into an undercover dictatorship to restrict the art of healing to one class of Men and deny equal

privileges to others; the Constitution of the Republic should make a Special privilege for medical freedoms as well as religious

freedom.”; AND WHEREAS, Dr. Rush’s words have unfortunately been proven to be true by the establishment of a large and

induential medical monopoly; AND WHEREAS, this medical monopoly has acted primarily in its own self-interest to “restrict the

art of healing to one class of Men and deny equal privileges to others;”

AND WHEREAS, the result of this restriction has been the indiction of untold and unnecessary suffering  and death on the

American people; AND WHEREAS, a growing number of people in the United States have awakened to this fact; AND WHEREAS,

many of these same people wish to take action to remedy this situation; BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the United State

Health Freedom Congress does hereby endorse, and agree to take action to enact, the following as an amendment to the

Constitution of the United States of America: “The People of the United States of America and anyone lawfully residing or

sojourning therein shall have freedom of choice and practice of any health or medical care modalities as they deem in their own

personal best interest and judgment.” Name of Organization AutismOne Carnicom Institute

healthfreedomcongress.org/wp-ontent/uploads/2019/10/2015_Res1_HealthFr..
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I should 7rst like to wish everyone a Happy and Healthy New Year. We live in challenging times, and no more so than the terrible

stories like this one, but in the face of adversity we must stiffen our resolve to be warriors of the light and bearers of the truth. In my

blog today I wrote that I hope to make gratitude and compassion my sword and my shield in the coming year. The pandemic, the

plandemic, the Great Reset, the vaccine horrors, the quarantines, and the worse to come are truly horri7c and my heart bleeds for all

those who have suffered bereavement, illness, injury, or even imprisonment.

We must continue to 7ght, even if it is only with intention from the shadows. I offer you these famous lines from an English poetess

called Minnie Haskins which George VI quoted in his Christmas Day speech in 1939: “And I said to the man who stood at the gate of

the year: “Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown.” And he replied: “Go out into the darkness and put your hand into

the Hand of God.” Trust, faith, hope, compassion, self-su`ciency, and love are our greatest weapons in the coming battles. Happy New

Year. Namaste.
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Thank you for your king greetings and wishes. I share and empathise with much of what you say, unfortunately, it is clear there

are no gods or even a god to put our hands into; if there were real gods, Fauci & Gates, just for starters, would have been struck

down by now.
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Pipblanc, please share your blog link with us. You have blog-worthy experience in the corporate world
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God bless you for your good heart Pipblanc and thank you for all your well wishes. I wanted to add: It is important, i will repeat

important, to continually post about the positive  hope and the positive actions such as court rulings, lawsuits, peaceful

marches and demonstrations, etc in order for the good to prevail. People take heart from good news, and they are likely to

emulate their positive role models, following suit. Good breeds good.  Even while we 7ght the negative, let us especially "Fight"

by **emphasizing the good**. And with so called "journalists" blacking out the news, let us take it on ourselves to spread word.

An army of  billions of digital "Soldiers" for wellbeing and peace, is an unstoppable tsunami! Think about it.

Dr Mercola, a heart felt Thank You!! For your brave exposees, extensive research and for your very real concern. This is evident.

Thank you for sticking your neck out on behalf of all the rest of us, to blow whistles. This too, is part of the 7gurative, peaceable

"Fight" for the good. There must be a healthy combination of calling out the truths, exposing the wrong doings, and also

emphasizing the good. We as bloggers can do just that.  Finally, I ask for readers here on this forum, to join me in lighting the

candles of faith, and saying a prayer about our world situation, joining forces every Thursday and Sunday night at dinner time.
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candles of faith, and saying a prayer about our world situation, joining forces every Thursday and Sunday night at dinner time.

Anybody who wishes to pray at more frequent intervals is also welcome to do so. Spirit is real, and Group prayer can be

powerful!

May we all have a healthy, happy New Year of love and connection. What is more important in life? What is the purpose of life?

Let us live it well, and do all that is most important to us. This is the best way to overcome. Feed the soul and body. God bless

us all and be well in spirit and in body. Greetings and friendship to all of well wishes and of goodwill. (Those of ill intention can

steer clear and also stand down, please. And I think you know exactly who you are).
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Emily Harbor, God gives humankind freewill. That includes the freedom to choose real and pure good, and real and pure evil. In

the end we are accountable for our choices. God does not interfere with human choices. Why? None of us can say, but thinking

on human limited terms, perhaps if God was to press the remote control button to our brains, we would not be human, we would

be robots. That is why God leaves us free, really free. And again, that includes the freedom to choose.

What we can and must do, is promote the lawsuits, and organize to get more of them going. And I hereby call out to doctors,

asking them to please step forward and to speak. It may take bravery, there may be a fear of losing their license. But guess

what, that is dictatorship. And wherever this exists, I call on doctors, and on greater society, to consider that such a dynamic will

only result in a great fall anyway. If medicine is now being carved out to be cookie cutter and centralized, then doctors stand to

lose their medical practices and their freedom of such a practice, regardless. So while there is a present risk, there also is

longterm danger. So why not speak out? Please do. Human wellbeing is at stake. And it is not funny. Not at all. Thank you all.
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Prophecies taking place in our time right now, and this is just some of them. 2 Thessalonians 2:11,12  and 2 Timothy 3:13 with

the "Covid" being the "Strong Delusion". Then there's John 9:4 where it says "The night is coming which  a man can not work" get

the death shot or your 7red ! Yes these are dark times now !
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Happy New Year Pipblanc, I share your light warrior stance. We do what we can and must do, according to our own Soul's

guidance. I agree gratitude and compassion are powerful weapons that some people don't yet comprehend. This coming year,

much light will be shed, and the dark forces will be facing illuminating forces. I pray for the innocents, lost.
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Another shocking fact about the diabolical truth-distorters at P7zer: twitter.com/.../1476750677611270164   On a brighter note -  

Thank you Dr Mercola and staff for all your great health guidance and for providing a free platform to interact with other truth-seekers.

 Thanks also to all the contributors and friends on this site. Here's wishing everyone a very Happy New Year.
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Nice link, thanks Newlands. Happy Holiday to you too!
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What Newlandswanderer posted is ***Really important!!*** Please move this up to the top and please pass the link along very

widely. Again, this is really important. Thank you all! And t hank you Newlandswanderer! May this year be the year that the truth

comes out ,that the dust is stirred, but thereafter also settles. May we see peace and order thereafter. The truth can be painful.

But it is necessary for order to be restored. The pain of NOT having this order restored, in the end, is far worse. So the pain of

truth may sting, but it is short lived, and it is a healing crisis. With a purpose.  Happy New Year and please take time to nurture

the soul as well as the body, especially during this di`cult time. All the best to all well wishers here.
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Okay.  Because it's true & in spite of the fact that I hate tweet-dumbing down.  At least the link isn't 10 words or less

obfuscation, though one does wonder why twit-turd allowed it to remain up.
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Don't know what anyone else is refering to, THIS 1/2 hour outline from Canada which is the root of the Tweet, makes your skin

crawl with accuracy, outlining deceit and obfuscation in the trials:

rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-p7zer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html?..
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Thanks Mirandola.  Thanks rrealrose for that excellent explanatory link, explaining how P7zer twists the data to suit itself, and

to hell with its jab victims and the real data..
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"and the dark forces will be facing illuminating forces." . . .and the illuminati will be facing illuminating forces. . .
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*" we’re expected to simply take the word of a company who earned a top spot on the list of white-collar criminals; a company in 2009

was 7ned a record-breaking $2.3 billion in 7nes for fraudulent marketing & health care fraud." Joined by the same behavior for Opioids

fueling a revival of hard core drug use, especially after Pharma got caught up with & then the lid started to close. Then, many out of

desperation took to street drugs. We have not just the Jab/s, but an explosion over the decades of nearly any health issue one can

think of with do little if you're lucky treatments or dampen symptoms.

Despite Falsey being involved in & with so much since the mid-seventy's, I must say how did I miss this? Each & every Bull Spit

pandemic spelled out by Kennedy I was a witness. Each step along the way I could see ever stronger, ever deeper, there was no

interest in what actual real health is. No interest in preventing anything if possible. No interest is bringing anyone back to real health if

possible. It left one searching out those things that do work, like 7nding Doc's site & efforts. Also as a reminder consider what we are

seeing with Falsey because I'm science and I say so, just how uphill any real progress it has been for Doc or all the others like him to

7nd much less the ability to share real positive health making information. It has to be harder than the moonshot.  We cannot follow

science if the data is not allowed to be taken & what little there may be is not allowed to be shared.
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The world's rulers are going all in, like cornered animals. They know they've conspired. They know they've been bought and paid for.

They know they are guilty of mass manslaughter, if not mass murder, and they will all see prison or worse if this ever gets to a

Nuremberg-style trial. The trouble is, there never would have been Nuremberg Trials had it not been for the military strength of the US.

Now, the US is at the center of the world coup. The only way people will pay is to get the communists out of o`ce, clean out the

disgusting cowards in the Republican party, and elect honest, moral, patriots. This is a tall order, and may not happen. But we have to

try.
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That is why BJ is constantly whining like a stuck record telling us to get the jab. They and it are ru;nning out of steam. However,

I think there are many more challenges to come.
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There already is a Nuremberg trial going on, right now. We must tune in and spread word widely, and support it. This is truly

important. There also is a major lawsuit in India 7led by an Indian Bar Association lawyer. This is major.

indianbarassociation.in/worlds-7rst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  ~

www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-char..
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I hope this is yet another legal challenge to the criminals in government: “Police open criminal probe into U.K. vaccine rollout

after medical dissenter's legal challenge.” Johnson’s government pushed through a proposal despite almost 100 votes against -

tantamount to rebellion against Johnson, whose future as an MP is said to be shaky - not that party politics has any

signi7cance whatever to the electorate, while the globalists remain in control.  There should be an option in a general election to

vote “none of the above”, forcing an overhaul of the supposed democratic system.  We never voted for Schwab, Gates,

Rockefellers, Bilderbergs, Bezos, the Trilateral Commission and the rest of the criminal gang.

All prospective MPs/senators should be forced to declare all their a`liations before an election. The WHO and the U.N. should

be disbanded forthwith. No public corporation should be permitted to accept donations of any kind and especially not from

corporate “philanthropists” aka tax dodgers.  justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/fripolice-open-criminal-pr..

 ~ bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/2021/12/big-brother-watch-launches-legal-challe..  ~

bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2021.12.23-11_26-202..
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www.icandecide.org/ican-legal-action           is an organization which I help support through automatic monthly donations.
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A retired pharma scientist who is still semi-working (contract work) - who has access to the portals, said there's no way the FDA

should have approved that.  He could see it with his own two eyes.  The data was not there on safety - falsi7ed or not - the data was

not there.  *So how many pharma scientists and frontline pharmacists are looking at these studies?    Talking to my friend's son, also a

frontline pharmacist, he gave a term for when both sides of a study meet and prove safety, and this one did not do that.  They were

surprised because that's one of the 7rst things you learn in pharma school.  Safety studies are everything.  This doesn't have that.

So an EUA which isn't actually an EUA, because it's easily treated at home .... is requiring a shot (or three or 7fteen) with no proven

safety studies which is being shown throughout the world to not prevent what the 'shot' is supposed to prevent. Welcome to the

2020s... the years of isolation, masks, social distancing, and altered mentalities, especially for our youth.  Have you heard?  Safety

studies show it's okay to vax up your little guys. I wonder who they used - and I wonder how rushed safety studies measure out for

puberty and fertility.  Meh, I guess if you're trying to get rid of humans, 'those' studies aren't important.  

Hmmm.  Dr. McCullough testi7ed in March.  Think of how far we'd be and the loved ones who were injured by remdesivir (or killed as in

the case of our friend) and ventilators... vs the gentle, but aggressive therapy of a nebulizer and 3%HP +Lugols (for pneumonia) ... It

feels like one life lost due to improper therapies is too many. :( www.bitchute.com/.../qeAVurNDGGiS   I was watching Sen Rand Paul

really get on Fauci's case www.facebook.com/.../1070804433691926  ... I wish Rand had more power to nail this case shut.  Funny

how fast they can move when they want to - but how slow they are moving on this insane executioner with a murderous record.
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I'm not on FB, but went in to look up a friend - and the 7rst thing I saw was:  This is why you're sick: A society that keeps cures a

secret so they can continue to sell medication for huge pro7ts is not a society, but a huge mental asylum. I'm surprised what FB

has allowed him to post.  I'd be in FB jail if posted half the stuff he's managed to post.  hahaha...
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PEACEFUL RESISTANCE? Ron Paul had an interesting discussion over the Christmas holiday with Rand Paul (yes, his son). Rand

was discussing how the information he has from FOIA requests has been so heavily redacted, there's nothing left of value in

documents...and more. On Youtube, and is in 2-parts - www.youtube.com/watch  - this is part 1; and here is part2:

www.youtube.com/watch
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Rrrealrose, let us study and learn from history. Don't we know? It is the violent resistance that gets struck down....every time.

Think about it. Read about it. Learn from it. Peaceable is the only credible way to go.
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Mirandola - vs. no resistance whatsoever. (was rushing out the door, sorry I was not clearer)
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Rrealrose, ah but resistance---peaceable resistance----can be very powerful. We are not talking about no resistance at all. The

truth can be mightier than the sword. www.rt.com/.../544464-south-korea-vaccine-death-protests

 ~ yournews.com/2021/12/03/2261216/italy-holds-march-of-the-vaccine-dead-..

 ~ peckford42.wordpress.com/2021/11/30/italy-holds-march-of-the-vaccine-d..
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rrealrose - I'm laughing - I started too early this morning and who has a 7rst name for a last name and a last name for a 7rst

name, anyways?  Jeesh!  hahaha...  but thank you for the YouTube watches!  mirandola - standing 7rm in place has been the

best protest of all - and I don't know anyone who stood 7rm who has swayed ... not in my circle anyways.  It's all so curious.
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM
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FB jail. I got a 90 day restriction for likening fraudulent pharmaceutical studies to "Doctored dog turd words". Cannot challenge

the dogma or the duck muck of the quacks.
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Iconoclast - 90 days?!  That surely says something!  Like truth!
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Usher12
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The very premise of mRNA shots de7es logic according to basic immunology.  These monster mRNA shots completely bypass the

innate immune system, which seems like a very bad idea.   The innate immune system normally allows the body to identify foreign

invaders early (and in a healthy individual 7ght them off) before they actually infect cells. Personally, I don't approve of any traditional

vaccine, but none of them completely bypass the innate immune system.   The mRNA vaccines instructing a person's own body cells

to manufacture an antigen/pathogen (unlike inactivated vaccines, which elicit the body to produce antibodies not antigens) is a recipe

for the body to mistake its own cells for foreign invaders or disease and attack itself in an autoimmune response.                          

It is insanity that they they are promoting that higher levels of antibodies from 3 shots confer better protection than normal levels of

antibodies from naturally acquired immunity- as there is a lot more to the natural immune system than just antibodies. The natural

immune system has a number of components which work in a coordinated, intelligent manner.  Natural immunity does not hit a pin

with a sledge hammer like mRNA shots do.  Obviously, arti7cially acquired antibodies from mRNA Covid shots, which only contain one

small part of the virus, do not confer the same broad level of protection as naturally acquired antibodies to the whole virus.

How about immune memory, which normally means one can still be immune to disease without having detectable levels of circulating

antbodies?   The terrain theory which highlights the importance of health is a far better perspective than the idiotical germ theory

theory which focuses on sickness.    Absolute lunacy to focus on one disease at the expense of all others.  The public health and

government motto should be " We will protect you from Covid, which poses very little threat to most, by making sure you are all dead

from other causes."
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Usher12, I am not a medical doctor, yet after reading about the immune system, that is the only conclusion one can

draw...exactly what you have stated! Thank you for that. I think if people read up about how immunity works, they would

understand that vaccines TILT the immune system and such TILTING is a real concern! Weakness of the immunity on the one

hand, and over-activity on the other. Kind of like a see saw that is tilted in one direction, with one end high and the other end low.

WTF?  WHY don't  people ask questions about side effects? Long range effects? WHERE is the intelligence in so NOT asking? It

is time for people to do their research, and to think. Sometimes, ignorance is Not always bliss!! This is an opinion, but not

medical advice. If you need medical advice, ask a *trusted* medical professional.
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mirandola, As you say people seem oblivous to the potential short and long range harm these "so called" vaccines can cause to

overall and immune health and don't question the obvious.  These mRNA vaccines are not vaccines, they are dependent drugs

which can cause severe harm and death.   Conventional doctors never cure anything and their drug treatments are often worse

than the disease.   The only excuses for conventional doctors who push these jabs are that they are incredibly stupid, absolute

cowards, brainwashed, care only about their own income/ interests or believe that depopulation is healthy for the planet.  

Honestly,  I don't know how else to explain it other than that the vast majority of doctors are evil, greedy morons with no

conscience and egomaniacs to boot.  

Doctors have either intentionally or unintentionally murdered and tortured most of the members of my immediate family.   Most

of my family members believed in allopathic medicine, but doctors and the health care system even managed to horribly kill the

ones who did not.  I would happily opt out of the "so called" health care system.   They purposely deprive patients of water and

minerals essential to life like magnesium and potassium in hospital and if the toxic drugs (which also act to deplete the body of

water and minerals) or ventilator does not kill them, dehydration will.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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I think that your points are correct; the way I worked it out for myself was that if, the vaccines only target a part (spike protein)

of the virus, rather than the whole virus itself, the vaccines are not only allowing for mutation but do have the ability to

fundamentally alter their REAL target: DNA. Simplistic, but enough to put me off!
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Usher12 gives an excellent critique on how the design of the vaccine overlooked the innate immune system, where the innate

cellular immune response was initially overlooked in favor of the adaptive immune system of serum antibodies.  I have tried to

point out from the beginning of the vaccine trials that the designers also had a glaring oversight by ignoring the IgA antibodies

known to be predominantly in secretions, or mucous membranes, where they would logically present to prevent inhaled

infection.   This too is basic immunology.    

The IgG and IgM directed against the Spike in the blood stream might help temper serious disease once infected, spewing

millions of copies per infected cell into the blood stream.  The initial presentation to the FDA of clinical trials a year ago made

the narrow claim that it “protected” against serious disease and possibly death, but there was no claim to prevent infection.

 That was simply left to the propaganda of the word immunization to imply that there was now an immunity, since this was after

all, an immunization.  

Later when these individuals became infected, they relied on the propaganda of the word “breakthrough,” to explain that this

was an occasional accident, when the orginal design was to evoke a Spike antibody response to subsequent infection by the

complete virus.  Lack of critical thinking is revealed when anyone is shocked that a fully immunized cruise ship has an outbreak

or when fully immunized Colin Powell dies from COVID-19.   Fools rush in to 7re unvaccinated essential workers in the military,

medical, food industry, 7re7ghting, police, or schools on the false premise that there is protection against transmission.  If

things go well, these victims of rampant ignorance will be restored to their positions and given back pay restitution.
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The mRNA shots were designed to depopulate the planet.  Seem to be working.  They need to be stopped.
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Read the news. We all know the economy is in trouble and there are shortages in spite of the lying media telling us we have the best

employment numbers in years.  I see a pattern developing. These are symptoms of a bad economy, not a recovery. Many business

losses.  I wonder how many are arson to collect insurance money? Increased crime and burglaries, even stealing food. Vehicle theft.

Porch pirates. Infrastructure collapse--due to delayed maintenance?

Tent cities strung out through cities and along highways. More people on the street with obvious drug addiction problems and

displaying aberrant behaviors. Many children have become totally isolated and unsocialized--they lack normal developmental

experiences. Many people are not being adequately nourished--food not avail or not affordable. Energy prices. No end in sight to tax

increases and indation.  Bankruptcies, foreclosures, stores going out-of-business.

I could think of a lot of laws that would 7x many of these problems, but I know they would only be selectively enforced. We need a

revival at the grassroots level starting with each family.  Corruption runs so deep that it is impossible to 7ght it without statesmen

replacing politicians and bureaucrats.  Many of our systems are beyond salvaging.  Already, the best and brightest are leaving them.

 What we need to do is transfer these employees with vision, ambition and integrity to new, even smaller start up systems they can

build.  

We need to network and create, leaving the old decaying systems and corrupt o`cials behind.  We need to become debt-free, learn to

live on less and do more to become self-reliant so we are not dependent.  Many of us must resist, refuse and hold the line.   The good

news is that I see rising anger, esp. among those who were vaxed thru coercion.  When the bean counters tell you how many people

are vaxed, they like to refer to people who only received one jab--they do not tell you how many others decided "never again".
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Almond, You said, "I could think of a lot of laws that would 7x many of these problems, but I know they would only be selectively

enforced." No more laws, please. So many laws have been enacted to "7x problems" that were not really problems to begin with,

so they didn't really need "7xing". So often the "problem" that people want the government to "7x" is rooted in their perceiving

people exercising their legitimate individual rights as a "problem", so they want government operators to enact laws and deploy

enforcers to stop people from exercising those rights. "Problem" solved ! I suspect that the laws that you would like to impose

would be the kinds that would "7x" that kind of "problem". If my suspicion is correct, keep your legalized "7xes" to yourself. We

have been dealing throughout our lives with psychopaths and sociopaths in every level of government imposing mandates and

laws to "7x problems" with disastrous existential and economic results for everyone.
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arthurieoutlook.com I agree with you. Our society is over-regulated and there are many over-reaches of the law. I think the real

way to go is to invoke the already existing laws. To people on this forum and elsewhere who chant the empty refrain that this

will not work, have you tried it? Indeed, I have. I speak from experience. I have seen powers that be stand down when the law is

invoked. We simply have to read up and we have to know the law. Once we know it, then we have a lot more e`cacy. I did not

say this will work in every single case, but I am saying I have seen it work in various situations. It really can help.
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arthur... I think you missed the sarcasm and innuendo.  I know that govt is not acting in the best interest of many citizens and

understand very well that "govt is not here to help." The laws I would make would be to get govt out of my wallet, off my land,

and hands off my body. We have a 2-tier justice system that no longer respects individual rights.
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MsBean34
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Stay Prepared & Alert - physically, mentally, spiritually.  Resist Peacefully - emailing your senators & representatives, don't wear a mask

(I carry one in case I'm confronted - but that hasn't happened) refuse the jabs, start a garden - even if it's a small one on the window

sill, save good seeds, minimize tv watching, take more walks, maintain a positive outlook, don't give up on family & friends that

disagree - keep being kind.  Thank you all for the wonderful info you share!
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I wanted to wish everyone on this site a Happy New Year and all the best for 2022!!  Thanks to all of you, I don't feel alone against this

evil tyranny and I have learned so much from all of your postings!  Keep up all the great comments and stay healthy!!
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We make mistakes when we believe that the virus is the disease and the vaccine is the cure. An illness, any illness has causes and

consequences. Illness causes can be in the environment, body, the mind, the spirts, and the community. The consequences of an

illness can occur in the body, mind, spirits, communities, and environments. The purported cause of COVID, the virus in our

environments and our bodies. However, the causes of the pandemic are in our communities, which direct our minds with lies. My Body,

my Mind, my Spirits, my communities, my Soul.

My body is my temple, which I can chose to honor, to revile, to improve, or to de7le. My mind holds memories of my life body and of my

ancestors. It calculates and plans my actions imperfectly based on imperfect information, ability, and memories. I have only one, mind,

even when I am of two minds. Today, it is often pulled in opposing directions by friends and communities who refuse to talk or listen to

each other. As long as I am conscious, my mind is in charge of my decisions. My spirits are my intentions and life goals, changing

naturally as life progresses. My soul is the essence and intersection of the three. When those three cease to be united, the spirits of

life leave. To heaven, perhaps hell, or perhaps simply nowhere.

My communities conspire with me and against me. I am against the forced consumption or injection of toxic substances. When I was

young, I remember clearly the local alcoholic saying “just one drink, it won’t hurt you.” My mind is my freedom, making my decisions

and I am against forced ideas and censorship. My spirits guide me with strong goals and intentions for myself and my many

communities. My soul enjoys or endures the consequences of my decisions. My decisions. I will not be kidded, cajoled, manipulated,

or forced to go against my principles, to go against my body, mind, spirits, my soul. We need to 7ght the vaccine, for the health of it.
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Versatile,  Your analysis of the mind, body, spirit, and the soul is one of the best I have seen, as English speakers tend to blur the

distinction by the imprecise language between the spirit and the soul.   The writer of the book of Hebrews identi7es the word of

God as a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart, thereby separating the soul and the spirit.  The point you make for

me is that taking away your decision amounts to replacing your spirit, which is one of the three parts of your soul.  Perhaps that

three part composition is what it means to be in the image of God.
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I would echo Dr. Mercola's admonishment to review the actual science rather than the endlessly repeated propaganda. I would also

suggest that people take heed of the words of front-line workers, like this gentleman in the UK:

 www.ukcolumn.org/video/independent-undertaker-john-olooney-exposes-the..   The resilience of the human spirit is being stretched

toward breaking point, but we must not relinquish our humanity nor our divinity. We must not let them divide us.
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Can you imagine if the Great Reset happened but it was entirely different from what the authorities had planned. What if the people

rose up in the name of Health and Truth and created their own Reset, without even asking anyone's permission! Let's do it!
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Sounds good.  Have you a plan?
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Haha! There was a scene in the TV show six feet under that always amused me. Someone who had been a police o`cer left the

force to become a private bodyguard for a popstar. His 7rst day on the job he showed up and his 7rst assignment was to stand

in front of her hotel room with another bodyguard. He asked the "experienced" bodyguard what it is he needed to do. The other

bodyguard handed him a pair of sunglasses and he said, "You're already doing it!" Making a new life apart from the powers that

be would simply be moving on from them. 98% of all things Covid thing is just people having to listen to a bunch of stupid s***

all the time. They are purposely trying to create cognitive dissonance within people. The state is going through a time where it

seems to prefer instability. There are of course many great people who lives in Washington DC and New York City, but they the

are regular people. If Washington DC and New York City as institutions could sink into the deepest sinkhole there and disappear

that would be wonderful. Man on man Authority and people lording it over one another is probably the worst aspect of human

life!
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www.bitchute.com/.../LH8h07hWFTSk
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MaxDuncan
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must watch and share: thehighwire.com/.../episode-248-the-warning-we-ignored
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I love how they act like blasting the entire world with 5G is doing everyone a ginormous favor. I think I will go back to listening to

8-track tapes! Happy New Year!
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Any one who did a little research or who has known the true purpose of the pharmaceutical is not surprised by this article. After all

P7zer is the most sued company ever for criminal negligence and wrongful death. Also many charges for accounting and marketing

fraud. www.corp-research.org/p7zer
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It is conceivable that if many of the points of view expressed on this site over the last few years were to become common knowledge

and accepted as truth that this entire episode COULD wind down for real. At that point you would think that the State would have to

Pivot and come back down to Earth a little to our level, or else just go full bore crazy and kill everybody! I truly believe people can only

withstand so much cognitive dissonance, whichever end of it they are on.

It seems logical that the tide can only keep turning towards the truth. The Breggins book, and RFK Juniors book, and The Joe Rogan

podcast with dr. Peter McCullough were three big TRUTH BOMBS that went off recently! So maybe (Slowly) the State becomes willing

to concede that their PCR tests aren't QUITE so dependable and speci7c, and that the VACCINES perhaps do cause SOME damage,

and although still effective might not be AS strong as 7rst thought, and the use of masks may have been a BIT overblown, but so much

better to err on the side of caution, don't you think?

Hey, we were faced with an unprecedented situation and had to rush in to save as many lives as quickly as possible, it was a tall order!

We were trying to prevent Severe Illness, and Death! We didn't have trials because it was a NOVEL VIRUS and we didn't know if holding

back would make it even worse! We didn't know what we were doing! We were doing what we thought was right at the time! So let's

just look back at all of this as if this WAS the Trial! We will learn from this, we are not infallible. We follow Science!

At least you have learned that, Public! You might even start seeing intrepid NYT reporters writing in-depth articles about what went

wrong! Archived from this very site! And so the Mandates recede. Congressional Committees are formed. People don't have to wear

Masks anymore. The Vaccines are still there by golly if anyone wants to take them but no pressure, you can all go back to normal! But

the damage has been done.
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The interview with that Canadian doctor was deeply upsetting.   He was using P7zer's own data to highlight the tremendous risks

associated with these injections.   Why have we abandoned the scienti7c process to push an experimental gene therapy on the world?

 What has happened to the scienti7c method and objective reasoning?  I fear that the long-term consequences for this strategy will be

felt for years to come, especially with our children.   We have no idea how this injection could affect their physical, mental and sexual

development.  Thank goodness that some professionals are standing up to this.
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Then we need 75 years to see about the approval of any vax
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I'd like to point out that the dry cough that Brook has is shared by at least a half dozen people I know who've been jabbed.  A cough the

didn't have prior to their brain cells taking a vacation :)
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Obscene obnoxiousness is by far the worst side effect of the Jab.
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Much of human consciousness has been indoctrinated & appropriated by the megalomaniacal psychopathic induencers & leaders in

positions of power, using relativism, revisionism, propaganda, proselytization, idolatry, self-aggrandizement, deception, subversion,

subjugation, sophistry, oppression, fearmongering, enslavement, segregation, technology & incentives, through this willful mass

psychological operation, over the decades, not to trust one's own intuition, one's experiences, one's common sense, generations of

wisdom, empirical evidence, absolute truths, one's genetic & karmic inheritance. This has resulted in the highly controlled &

manipulated centralization of everything, including thoughts, perceptions, emotions, behaviors, language, meaning & imagination.

To make an analogy, much of humanity today is like a bunch of domesticated chickens locked in a henhouse who's daily living &

survival is totally dependent on the whims of outside forces. Is the false sense of security of the henhouse worth giving up everything

for? It's been said that the amount of tyranny humanity is subjected to, is directly related to the amount humanity will allow. With

regard to the highly propagandized "approval", in Canada, like in most countries, the "vaccine approval" is NOT LICENSED, OR,

APPROVED, but, is granted an "Interim Order Respecting the Importation, Sale and Advertising of Drugs for Use in Relation to

COVID-19", for which, is only giving permission to "MARKET" these lethal injections & furthermore, provides numerous safety, e`cacy

& disclosure "exemptions" such as for adverse reactions: 1)

www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-health-products/covid19-..   2) Food & Drug Regulations:

laws.justice.gc.ca/.../index.html   In spite of the process, what could possibly go wrong when 32 of the 45 "Approval Committee" are

drug company executives!
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Well, this hen's dying the coop!  (Sorry, couldn't resist.....and with the blessed hope it's a double-whammy sorta pun : - )  

Fighting til' the feathers dy in the meantime.
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thehumanist.com/magazine/fall-2021/features/2021-humanist-of-the-year-..                    After you've read the text of the article,

continue to scroll to the 7rst comment from an irate member.  Dr. Fauci is proud to be a secular humanist and member of The

American Humanist Association.  I saw the magazine on display in a bookstore.
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It's due to the totalitarian premises which have been accepted TACITLY by the entire society.  The premises of the so-called

public schools are IDENTICAL to the premises of hard core communism or fascism- that is, THE STATE IS 'HIGHER' THAN THE

INDIVIDUAL, and the individual may be sacri7ced at any time for any state purpose.  Coercion is used in mandatory attendance

laws and coercive taxation, justi7ed on the grounds THAT THE CHILD IS STATE PROPERTY.  Under communism EVERYONE is

State Property, 24/7.

See what happens when these statist premises are consistently manifested?  Today's garbage  was established at least by the

1830s when the public schools were ramped up.  Statist 7lth all the way, it was just a matter of time.  A FULLY FREE SOCIETY

DOES NOT HAVE GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS!  Some seem to "think" that public school is voluntary. . .oh yeah? then why the freak

is government involved?. . .I presume to FORCE folks into a so-called "voluntary" system.  These issues were swept under the

rug [except by me and a few others]- the price paid for not facing these matters squarely is ruination. . .

In closing, I remind you that the Pledge of Allegiance was penned by a Socialist/Communist Francis Bellamy [1892].  Francis

was NOT an advocate of individual rights.  Again, the basic premises of public school, and of communism, are identical.

 Everyone belongs to the State- today we see what that really means. THE STATE IN ALL. ALL IN THE STATE. NOTHING

OUTSIDE THE STATE. -Benito Mussolini
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gaw - I concur with your reply. When one understands the 3 jurisdictions of law; L - land, A - air, W - water, & the why & how they

are created & applied to civilization; as well as, the role of the BAR Society; what "civil" actually means; the secret unlawful

conversion of our rightful & lawful status that occurred when we are born; the ownership/control of all things by British Royalty

& the Vatican; the reason there are 3 completely independent states in the world (London, Washington, & the Vatican); the

control by cults, especially the Sabbatean-Frankist cult, then one can only begin to realize the mirage of "freedom" & "rights"

under the corrupt "legal" system.

Furthermore, when one realizes the correct hierarchy of all of creation that rightfully has the 'Divine' at the top as the 'Creator';

then God created (wo)man; then (wo)man created government, etc., therefore, nothing written on a piece of paper (by

governments, or, any entity), including constitutions, charters, laws, orders, mandates, acts, pledges, policies, et al, applies to a

man, or, woman, for whom, cannot be lawfully ruled by something (wo)man created. Understand the real meaning of the words

WHO, PROPERTY & TRESPASS as it applies to law.

1) He who creates, owns/controls. 2) (Wo)man are sovereign beings. 3) "Legal" does not apply to a man, or woman - only Lawful

does. 4) Only contract makes the law - free, informed consent. 5) the rules of civil procedure do not apply to a public common

law court. 6) Public common law courts with trial by a jury of one's peers is the proper lawful serving of justice. 7) All

governments, departments, law enforcement, courts, lawyers, et al, are service corporations & therefore, are 7ctitious "legal"

entities that utilize Maritime/Admiralty law (sea) under the guidance & control of the BAR Society. 8) All government employees

are only legally "acting" in a role. 9) "Police" are "policy" enforcement, but, are lawfully to "act" in the capacity of 'peace o`cers'
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worth reading: www.drrobertyoung.com/post/cdc-withdraws-pcr-testing-protocol-but-not-..
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Here is a (now former) Australian police o`cer speaking out.  As one who was heavily involved with forensic work he has been paying

attention to the current situation.  He has put together a very thoughtful and comprehensive statement (it could be said to apply

globally).  Possibly one to share with those who do not yet have a sense of the complete picture but who might be open to this

perspective-?  A little over a half hour.       www.bitchute.com/.../PDjaf7SedNdU   -- -- --  This was found on Ginger Breggin's new digital

newspaper        exposingtheglobalpredators.com  -- Purpose of site: "Exposing the Global Predators here, for our readers who want

more curated information, especially focused on the good news of the resistance to the Global Predators around the world.”  Looks

like a good one to sign up for.

Per Australia:  Posted this info yesterday, sharing again today, from a family member in Australia, "Western Australian Current Acts —

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT 2016 - SECT 185 — Enforcement of requirement to undergo medical observation or medical or other procedure"  

    classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/pha2016126/s185.html  -- -- --  Wishes to all for a 2022 7lled with inspiration and

illumination.  May we help each other have strength and steadfast conviction in achieving justness.  Here is quotation for everyone

that has inspired me for many years (attribution unclear): “When you come to the edge of all the light you have, and must take a step

into the darkness of the unknown, believe that one of two things will happen. Either there will be something solid for you to stand on -

or you will be taught how to dy.”
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@seedsaver - Saw a reply you made in which you referenced my comment on yesterday’s lead article (12-30-21) about how fear

is being used for control, and you commented "I have seen far more fear expressed by posters here than I have in MSM.”  

Hmmmm…. I appreciate that all perspectives may be tried on for size.  Well, mine in return is that all I see here is courage.

 Perhaps courage is in the eye of the beholder.   Also, you might 7nd of interest the intelligent statement of the Aussie police

o`cer I linked above and his references to the use of fear.   BTW, besides "saving seeds” myself, I’ve also been showing

encouragement to those of my friends who share the truth via the “seeds they are planting” — and I make sure to let them know

how much I appreciate their seed *sharing*.
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You want to know what is really going on behind our backs - read this and pass it around:

 ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/
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While we all fret about what to do about our body's being poisoned by Covid shots, the U.S. government has been busy at work for the

last 75 years poisoning our water with duoride. And there is something you can do about it today. I know this is OT, but Dr. Mercola

supports many great organizations, including Fluoride Action Network. My latest email from F.A.N. is about our fundraiser: December

31 is typically our busiest and most important day. For Americans it is the last day to receive tax deductions for charitable donations.

For those on low income a small donation makes you part of the FAN team for 2022 and with the end of our court case against the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in sight, we need everyone on board.

Today we are starting at $106,016 from 757 donors. Today's goal is to reach $125,000 from 900 donors - that means adding just under

$19,000 from 123 donors. Daunting yes, but we have done that before. Here is today's game plan - a wonderful benefactor

(superangel) will double the next $4000 donated today and give us a $1600 milestone bonus when we reach 800 donors and $1700

when we reach 850. I am not sure what is going to happen if and when we reach 900 donors! Please go to

duoridealert.org/.../2022-fundraiser  and  donate $5 or $10, or more if you can. Thank you.
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OK, I donated.
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Leave no stone unturned. The war is in full swing.  Share the push backs as great news.  Who would have ever thought there are once

companies that have the illusions of trust and integrity, that do not care how dead or sick a world they create with money for nothing?

 As in your tax dollars are the driving wheels that granted the demise of global health of humanity. It bought the GOF in Wuhan along

with a dozen facets of misery and shame. It paid all the salaries and production costs for such ominous disease and domestic

destructions. This is Epic in un-imaginary proportions!  And we all know this!
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PAID TO FALSIFY: While in the EU, I met a guy who told me that when his grandmother passed away due to natural causes, he was

offered/paid $200 eur by the medical authorities (WHO) to say that she passed away from COVID.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If what Dr. Vliet stated: $100K for a vented covid treatment death in the US....you can imagine what it might be in socialist land

EU where even your garden is a potentially controlled substance demanding gubmint middleman oversight, & no free churches

are tolerated whatsoever without denial of Christ & state headship in the place of Christ.    Here's $200 while we pocket $99,800

x whatever.  Disgusting.
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kco4612
Joined On 6/17/2020 4:02:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Woodcarver I watched the video yesterday from the Canadian Covid Care Alliance. It has everything needed to expose the corrution

in this.  Anyone who watches this and is not convinced  how bad this is is to far gone already and can't be brought back.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and yet here we are the last day of 2021 and STILL no accountability for the crimes. Not even one person held to account. Injections

still being injected and people being maimed and killed. WTF!
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shadyray
Joined On 7/7/2011 9:07:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deep state protects their own.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I reckon so shady...and so it goes.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canadian Covid Care Alliance has all that you need to know and what they are hiding from us.  They even have a PDF you can

download and a video.  It is thorough. www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact that P7zer wants 75 years to release trial data is a big red dag. It’s so incredibly wrong that they want to make sure everyone

that is living now will be dead by then including themselves. No accountability at all.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZERO accountability!
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redriverd
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:44:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, if the FDA (which I do NOT trust) only took one day to go through 329,000 pages to approve the “DEATH JAB”, then why will it take

70 years to release those papers? Doesn’t make sense to me and should NOT make sense to any legitimate judge! I say appeal to

another jurisdiction with a judge that hasn’t been paid off!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the Food AND DRUG Administration is an inherent condict of interest. People should be  urged to think this through. They are

nothing more, and nothing less, than a rubber stamp for BigPharma. In fact, they are one and the same entity, being staffed by

former BigPharma physicians, according to Dr Mercola. They are far more concerned about pro7ts than they are about human

wellbeing. The truth will out, and now is the time that this is going to happen.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proof that the "vaccines" are being used as a bio weapon.  Big Pharma know exactly what they are doing with their humanity

destroying injections. data-matter.tvwfc.co.uk/.../craigpaardekooper   Here is a link to Craig's research Institution at Kingston

University, Kingston upon Thames, United Kingdom: www.researchgate.net/.../Kingston-University2
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chiaromc
Joined On 2/9/2019 12:32:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the FDA approves based on a “cliffs notes “ version of data?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to stop pretending that the nanobot shots are doing anything to improve the health of humanity. The entire system is broken!

The government and every one of its agencies are corrupt to the core - bought and paid for, by the usual suspects. Those nanobot

shots are NOT offering any kind of "immunity" for any period of time! They were designed for a distinct purpose; and that purpose has

never had anything to do with 'caring for the health of humanity'. Every major player in this psyops, has Condicts of Interest - across

the board. They are destroying humanity and getting even richer off it, than they already were!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast - you are right. The nanoshots are a means to an end - has nothing to do with your health. There is the fear of/belief

Earth is overpopulated, the cause of climate change & needs to be corrected. Get educated about UN Agenda 21 (UN

conference on Environment & Development held in Rio de Janerio Brazil 3-14 Jun 1992).

sustainabledevelopment.un.org/.../Agenda21.pdf  ; www.postsustainabilityinstitute.org/which-nations-signed-agenda-21.htm..

 ; ec.europa.eu/.../agend21.pdf  - Agenda 21 the First 5 Years European Community;

 www.congress.gov/.../BILLS-103sjres69is.pdf  ; The earliest concern comes from the Kissinger Report regarding population

and food availability. pdf.usaid.gov/.../PCAAB500.pdf  (The KISSINGER REPORT 10 Dec 1974)  

This report gives calculated food requirement based on estimated population growth. See page 35.Then throw in Al Gore and

his arrogant idiocy regarding climate change. www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/climate/its-al-gore-destroying-y..  ;

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/13-years-ago-today-junk-scientist-al-..  ; fee.org/.../population-control-nonsense  ;

thenewamerican.com/un-agenda-2030-a-recipe-for-global-socialism/

 ; thenewamerican.com/fudging-the-global-temperature-record

 ; thenewamerican.com/shedding-light-on-the-global-green-agenda  ;

www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2011/06/14/the-u-n-s-earth-summit-has-i..

 ; americanpolicy.org/2017/10/04/agenda-21-agenda-2030-there-is-no-differ..   more info can be found - take time to research

and decide for yourself what the basis of the agenda is
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the reply, Max.  If there was a bigger psyops than covid, within the past 70 years...I must have missed it! his is the

End Game! All the agendas that have been waiting in the wings for decades, are now rolling out - under the guise of a "dzadly

pandemic that's going to kill us all" - unless we take the nanobot shot! What came 7rst...the chicken or the egg - the "virus" or

the shots???
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"All governments throughout history were established for one reason- economic exploitation" To steal, to enslave, from Our

Enemy the State by Alfred J. Nock
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola - If someone tries to assault me, be it with a needle or otherwise, I can assure that my response will not be peaceable.  Call

me crazy...
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kco4612
Joined On 6/17/2020 4:02:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@EmilyHarbour Thank you for saying what needed to be said. There are no god or gods that are gonna deliver us from this or any

other evil. We are on our own and we need to 7ght back against the tyranny.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The irony of all such big talk is that those without God live in constant fear of death, and are the most likely to ally & unite

themselves irrevocably to the false messiah coming in his own name, the god of men's own making, promising them life & sin,

too.  They 7ght holding back, are prone to compromise & even their victories are vain, & hollow.   They have no sure word & no

future hope.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part 1: I have a saying, “if common sense was common, one would not need the word common in front of sense”. The only reason,

that makes sense to me, on why extreme measures are being put into place is that the people behind this want to change human

experience as well as bring in their own way on how they can best govern us. Some call it the Great Reset, others call it the New World

Order, and some call it the Arti7cial Intelligence Revolution. No matter what it is called it will have even a greater impact than what the

Industrial Revolution had on humanity. There is a reason why the phrase “This is the New Normal” was so prevalent at the start of all

this because they wanted humans to believe this is how things will be from here on going forward and to prevent people from speaking

out against it. The more people they could put into fear the more control they had on them.

If I can use the analogy of the sheep dog. They are the slaves of the farm owners who go on to control the sheep. They scare the

sheep into behaving and not get out of line. At 7rst the sheep 7ght back but quickly they learn that this is ineffective and there is

punishment for retaliating so they start to comply out of fear. What happens after a while? The sheep dog needs to do less and less

enforcement in order to keep the sheep in line. Instead of attacking the sheep and giving fear to them so they stay in line, they get

pavlovian conditioned to just barking at them or even just staring at them in order to get the job done. We see that a lot now where a

situation that would have deemed to be normal is now looked upon as being fearful. So the sheep capitulate. And any sheep who does

not obey goes to the slaughter and gets silenced. There is your censorship.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part 2: But what is the worst of them all is that soon the sheep dogs don’t have to work so hard since they realize that in a very

short time the sheep will start to police themselves. Any sheep that gets out of line will be immediately be looked down upon

and be told to get back in line. Either because they believe in what the sheep dog and the farm owners are selling them or they

are in fear of consequences that will come to them if others around them don’t obey. We kind of know who our "sheep dogs” are

but who are the farm owners and the people that are behind the farm owners?

So going back to the phrase “This is the New Normal” has now been engrained into a vast majority of the population. There are

many who are not believing this but feel helpless to really express themselves because of the few “sheep dogs” that are around

them as well as the many “converted sheep” who are propagating this new “religious belief”.  When a person has a belief it is

very di`cult to shake that of them. Try to tell a person who believes in a God that there is no God. What will they do?

Immediately agree with you or 7ght you?

How does one 7ght a belief which is a state that requires blind faith and conviction and no rationale thought. To have rationale

thought one has to be in a state that allows room for looking at the other side WITH the possibility that they may look at

accepting that idea. If there is su`cient evidence to make a person see otherwise a rationale person would go into that

direction and be willing to open their eyes to see what the other is saying and possibly even incorporating it into their thought

pattern.  That is the key and I will repeat. Most people go into a discussion with the mindset that they are right and the others

are wrong and they are going to prove to others “come hell or high water” that what they are saying is the “truth”. They don’t

even consider for 1 moment that the other side might have some merit as well.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part 3: I have to catch myself as well to make sure that I don’t fall into this trap as well. It is a di`cult state to be in.

Unfortunately, most most most (no this is not a stutter!) do not have this ability. They just look at the super7cial headlines, see

what the sheep dogs are saying and go right along. And if they have any questions, the other sheep’s baaaa is strong enough to

shut them right up or make it that their lives are di`cult if they don’t behave. Yes, there are no colds or du’s anymore. They have

just been renamed to the various “variants” of COVID 19. The fear porn is very strong. There are many reports that all cause

mortality did not really change that much in 2020 from the years before. If you get a chance, watch or listen to this podcast

from Dr. Denis Rancourt PhD. It is excellent and talks about why Ivermectin is effective and why athletes are affected (he states

what I have been saying all along but people who are against the narrative won’t believe me).

jermwarfare.com/.../all-cause-mortality-shows-no-pandemic  

Here is another awesome video from John Hopkins (Genevieve Briand) who showed the CDC US data on COVID and totally

blows apart the narrative. Obviously she was heavily criticized for doing it. You can watch it at 2X the speed and still understand

each word . www.youtube.com/watch   My basic bottom line is that they are scaring us with cases. And cases are being found

through a PCR test which Kerry Mullis stated that this test is not designed for diagnosing an infectious disease. The Ct value of

the test is way too high (35 and above) and as such there are a lot of false positives. Even the infamous Anthony Fauci stated

that any positive test done with a PCR test of 35 Ct or above is useless and that if there is anything there it is “dead nucleotides”
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates laughs at punishing the un - Jabbed, taking Social Security away. What is wrong with this guy? Maybe he was just extra

happy from a recent visit to Pedophile Island? Could be all the extra kickback royalties Fraudci & he could get? Just saying. some

rough language here & there... www.youtube.com/watch
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, but wanted to share an article about leaky gut and covid.  I know 7ve unvaxxed people (3 over 65) who have had covid and

fully recovered without hospitalization.  Interestingly, coincidence?, they all eat an organic diet.

 www.tetyanaobukhanych.com/blog/intestinal-permeability-covid-19?fbclid..
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dianna, hubby and I also had covid in Nov. 2020 before the jabs came out. We did not consult any doctors.  Took our

recommended vits, sweated it out, a lot of fatigue, in fact, so weary, I could hardly get up to make a fresh bottle of vitamin C and

elderberry juice. I was drinking about 20grams of vitC a day
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your intention for 2022?  Are you battle hardened, battle weary, or unaware of the battle?  I for one am battle hardened and I will not

yield.  Strength and honor.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Rest if you must, but don't you quit" wise words I read somewhere, ages ago, and regrettably I no longer know the source. There

is wisdom in resting. We need time to recoupe. And we must feed the soul as well as the body. Eat good soul food, so to speak.

Take care of body and soul, and we will be all the better for the 7gurative peaceable yet strong "7ght". We must remain light

ourselves, in order to be effective for the light.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community. In 2021, I saved over 200 articles/comments from this community alone.

 My research goals are to gain insight, understanding, and truth. My research is an investment for both me and my family towards our

7nancial and health/7tness goals and well-being. Is COVID-19 a “Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” perpetuated by The Powers That

Be (TPTB), or the “Reality of Common Sense and Truth?” The question all must ask. I see the TPTB, Dr. Fauci, Big Pharma, Government

agencies, complicit hospitals and universities, and the media, etc.,  as what they are – Gangsters. Gangsters running a big con7dence

game.  Learn to play their game, or their game will play you.  Stay safe and ever vigilant in 2022. “Gangster State America |

Geoengineering Watch” (written pre-COVID-19) www.geoengineeringwatch.org/gangster-state-america  "A point of view can be a

dangerous luxury when substituted for insight and understanding.” Marshall McLuhan
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy New Year! Keep the positive vibes going, focus on ways around impediments, stop bashing heads into (corporate or govt) brick

walls. Current, as in today - Dr. Robert Malone was kicked off (account suspected from) Twitter earlier this week, and will be talking to

Joe Rogan today - here's a link to twitter noti7cation, showing the effects: losing 500k followers on Twitter, gaining 50 million viewers

on Rogan = twitter.com/.../1476245528459444227
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right? If the o`cial narrative was remotely accurate, they would have nothing to fear. No bribes, no lies, no bullying! People

would be crawling over the top of one another to get the damn Jab/s. Not only that, but if Falsey/Gates/P7zer's crap worked this

all would have been a forgotten memory. Go Joe Rogan and go Dr. Malone, most of all Go Doc Mercola & all the Mercolites!

Locally our counties have an enormous NO Jab Me rates. Well over 60%.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JustSteve, In this INFORMATION WAR, getting 50 million views is a major accomplishment. Hopefully, resulting in a good

discussion of some overlooked, ignored, and egregious events that are being stuffed under the mattress or under the carpet, as

corporate powers decree or desire.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I 7rmly believe that the shot was the point all along, and a shoe-in for 'approval' because it was the end desired: even Trump pushed it

like there was no tomorrow, the sky was falling, & we'd never treated viruses before.  DeSantis whom so many people worship almost

as a god, has actually signed a bill into law in Florida in which the state can force you to take the shot, and/or be forcibly removed &

quarantined.  Something's up with that & I'm wondering if the hyped up allure of Texas & Florida as 'free' states isn't going to blow up in

peoples' faces as they keep ignoring the red dags.

The 'bioweapon' leak and 'variants' were props necessary to 7nish off cratering the economy & transferring hard assets, destroying the

American middle class, & to push that Lieber nanotechnology and control weapon being injected into people.  Mass experimentation

with an evil end.  We are at war with the global corporatist powers calling themselves 'green' or whatever else will get people to wink at

what doesn't jive, a covert war, and as these towers go up & more & more people are injected....it's only going to get worse: people

seemingly going crazy or dying, sickening, for no reason, excuse to 'lock them up'.

If they can get some ding-dong to shoot 7rst, or frame 'em up like the FBI has been doing for decades now to prop up their 'terrorist'

narrative....we'll see martial law before you can say 'glory halleluia'; and it will be the same 'we know what's best for you' manifest

destiny dominionists & higher up & deeper in craftsmen driving it yet again.  We need to start calling a spade a spade, & understanding

the war that we're in...or we'll be uniting with the antichrist lickety split.  Our leaders obviously already are.  Most likely they're all

already controlled by this thing like shake-em-up Merkle, what's that hump in her shirt Hillary, or lions' paws Trump.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes my friend told me that this morning about Florida, so it did put a little bit of a wet blanket on that as an alternative. I had

been thinking since they are really putting the Total in Totalitarian as far as putting a gigantic clampdown on all of the peoples

of the World at once in a coordinated effort it would be naive to think that Florida and Texas could exist as Standalone Utopias.

Plus old people seem to be their biggest target thus far!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be so foolish right now to put any trust in any politicians, or to feel safe in any state. I mean they are masters of the

bait-and-switch in regular times! Of course Democrats are total anathema across-the-board right now! But do you really think a

President Cruz could stand up to these forces? No matter what his intentions or what he thinks about anything. I do write to

people like that, to beg them to try and help us, even if it is just to buy some time.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes......while the Sad Jab Results  dood the news and minds of millions......them 5G-DEW towers keep popping up worldwide...even in

a poor country the Belize..where the poor are living off of garbage  ...and no one has a cellphone...the RF Towers are going on ....and

why?  TO KILL....to destroy......cull..... Americans are pissin&moanin   about them 'illegal Immigrants'.........but look closely...they look

to be in good condition...almost like a military battalion in street cloths...and they are.....they will replace the USA military....infect them

and move in to the basesa and bunkers.......to CULL THE USA.. This NWO group don't care what happens to this part of Earth..because

they have on "the OTHER side of the South Pole a land as big as the USA"  (quote from Adm.Riahard Byrd 1957)  >>

 www.youtube.com/watch
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes..and more...when these 'Illegal  Immigrants'....take over. as in maybe hand to hand 7ghting in the USA...to eradicate the

millions of 'No  Vaccers"  there will be bloodshed.....lots of it.....USA&Canada will be the targets....as the USA has never seen a

war since the civilian wars 1812....now you will get what thew USA did to Iraq and Iran and Baghdad and vietnam and loas

.....kinda like what the USA did in 'My Lai, Vietnam' ..... Imagine NYC  Bombed into a swamp..or LA will be a west coast Duck

swamp......chicago slaughtered millions of rotting bodies ...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

theeventchronicle.com/list-of-deep-underground-military-bases    <  for the 'Illagle Immigrants' before they are used in

hand-to-hand combats with the American 'NoVaxxers" and patriots .......the only living people inm USA... Yeah  its too late to try

to reverse the issue...ya were 'Dragging your feet" for too long....too much TV.and "News"   to da anything about it...... of By the

Way.....Happy New Years......maybe.......2022-add the 2s= 666
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good grief. Bluebeam here we come.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the 'writing is on the wall'..and I'll put my money on the line that this Covid is just another "Big Snow Job'... from my years

of experience with radio and the unrealistic power of Radio Frequencies , and Reading as much as I can 7nd on Nichola Tesla

and his thousands of inventions, some published and some are still missing..I'll put money of the virtual facts  all the Covid and

these  absurd 'mutations' are all RF poisoning using different frequencies and wave form and pulsing and polarity  and

more....as all the body and mind malfunctions are identical to RF poisoning...Im fact  I am willing to bet  nearly all autoimmune

problems are due to RF in different frequencies etc..

I beleive most these 'Medical' problems are a result of RF.....and some from some audio frequencies such as music and

generated sounds ...some you can hear  and some above and even below the audio frequencies.. Tesla  stated  

 brainos.io/everything-is-frequency  And today's 'medical societies' know little about dealing with RF Poisonings...or Audio

Poisonings...and with 6G  using  Frequencies thru the visual frequencies and beyond...with NM waves,,,in terahertz and beyond

this is playing with defamation of everything  ...every form of life and even the very existence of reality.... Tesla  warned about

using higher frequencies as a deadly trap. Nichola Tesla THE earths most Gifted Man EVER to walk on Earth...and Jesus was

am illusion a creation of the Jews
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it was brought to the attention in 1953>>    www.youtube.com/watch  after  hundreds of years of BRAIN washing with the

BIGGEST LIE ever told..earth is a spinning ball dying s=thru some imaginary outter space with Blablablablablab,,,,,more

Bullsh!t,,,with NASA  adding to the massive LIE!     and 99% the people of earth eat this UP......kinda like Roll up the Sleeves...the

Monster COVID is gonna eat ya up....more Bullsh!t..and Billions eat it up.......LOL.... From MyMountain........with years of food

rations stored away in MY caves...and I'll live to see these  monsters....who theink they have it all 7guared out....fail...because a

few oversites  that will FU their plans......ROFLMAO!!!!!!!!!!!!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mmrob... I also have been noticing that the aliens coming in look to be in good strong health and not dressed in rags... to

replace our military... of course.  We are getting rid of the people who can think for themselves, who believe in Freedom, as they

won't get a vax....and we'll end up in jail. I think I'll write someone like Rand Paul..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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fundamentalassumptions....KMA
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my God those Towers! They are so hideous, they are so repugnant, they are like Giant disgusting insects ready to f******

 buzz us! Oh my God! They are so evenly spaced along Route 128 where I have to drive to work everyday. I start to cry when I see

someone's house right next to one. I may be somewhat lucky because I live next to an ocean and one of those Towers isn't

super close to my house, but close enough! This just gets more like a dystopian nightmare every day! I never even noticed them

putting them up. All of a sudden they were just there. Now that I think of it they may have gone up during lockdown, when no

one was commuting. All of the pieces of their puzzle 7t so nicely together!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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swabiengmail.com.........yep.......soon headaches,,,,joint pains....backaches....dizzy..forgetfulness... skin itches..stomach

 upsets.and the small problems will creep in......on and on....Until  Breathing is harder..ya sweat a lot....you will feel tired for no

reason...and If you ask a Doctor...he/she/it will ask you to come for a check up...(. Mistake#2  ).....most Doctors are 'Ordered' to

have you tested for covid or some other  line of BS  like omicorn etc....all this is show and tell..smoke n mirrors.....basic Bullsh!t

....IN MY OPINION.and I am NOT a Dr..LOLOL..but asking 'labs' that do these 'tests' really have NO POSITIVE test..which leave

this all open to an 'opinion'....and opinions are like assho&es  everyone has one  Get a  Radio Frequency  Meter..    

www.amazon.com/.../s  and learn how to operate it and how to read it...and LOG down your  readings... Than you will KNOW

what it is .and it will kill you.....

so what can you do?  ........move......but them things are everywhere....anjd they hqave their own protection.....and are all self

powered.. but use power from the Grid..but when the Grid  goes down......these have back up power...to FRY you!!!!! and they

will....and you can pray.and pay and cry and moan.call senators and government .and they will laugh at you..or ignore you....call

you a  crack-pot or say yopu have Covid19 or Omicron or who know shat the next stupid name  they have for your being RF

Poisoned........LOL..and NO ONE CARES.....because  Arti7cial Intelligence doesnt care about you.....to AI..your just another "Ant

in the Ant hill"  and for all the doubters reading this...you will see I am 100% Correct in my analysis....  But Time will tell
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From what I've read, there are many expats living in Belize who have the cellphones for which the towers are being built.  There

are also the locals in government and their families and business friends who have expendable income.  Each tower worldwide

has an ROI calculated in advance, or it is funded or subsidized by a government entity for a perceived need, such as law

enforcement or emergency services.  Many people are practically habituated to their cellphones, having them constantly ready,

for FOMO (fear of missing out) or simply convenience.  It's sort of like the jabs, with some users of cellphones willing to lose

some longevity in exchange for immediate grati7cation with others like them.  

When I was working, I tried, for many years, to educate my peers about the value of non-GMO and organic foods.  Very few

people had any change of diet perceptible to me.  One man converted his family to non-GMO, but most people changed little if

at all, similar to most of my relatives.  I can't prove it, yet, but there seems to be a mass hypnosis going on, maybe through

television, like with subliminal advertising.  Maybe Peter R Breggin, MD and Ginger Ross Breggin who wrote a book, COVID-19

AND THE GLOBAL PREDATORS: WE ARE THE PREY, have some info and insight.  For updates, go to            

 breggin.com/the-future-of-the-vaccine-war-against-humanity-revealed/
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ringer2........I see....." From what I have read......" the coast has tourist industry ...obviously... and Billm Gates owns an Island off

the coast of Belize...which does not a  a cell phone tower....and because if the frequency these 5G/cell[phone /DEW operate at

they are limited to usually less that 8 km....and are directed related to rain fog ,snow. trees and elevations  and a few more

elements.. BUT they are alsouse the 'SmartMeters' as an extention to 5G usage....and range.. As a kid I watched B&W TV on a

small screen and always tuned in to the   " CHRONOSCOPE" and I saw this broadcast     www.youtube.com/watch        and he

refers to "Little America"  which was a Military Base  ..  >> en.wikipedia.org/.../Little_America_  (exploration_base)
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a God. His patience has an end. He once allowed a lying spirit to be put in the mouth of the false prophets of King Ahab when

he reached the point of being utterly reprobate& w/o hope of repentance.....a point known only to God, & an option not open to

manipulative, cunning craftsmen claiming to be of Christ while denying & despising his words,& persecuting, merchandising his

people: crusaders, men of craft....never evangelizing in truth,  which is the whole point of this age before the worst judgments this

wicked old world will ever see fall on this world.  Ahab proved by his own words that he knew in his heart& conscience that the

convicting words of the true remaining prophet was that of God....yet he believed the words of the lying spirit because of his own will&

desire in spite of truth& conscience!

1 Kings 22 KJB. 2 Thessalonians 2 declares he will do it again when the world refuses to love the truth that they might be saved& go

w/ a lying, mixed multitude, ultimately joining w/ the false messiah, the son of perdition counterfeit,& his system of fornicating

spirituality called 'love'. Many passages describe this, if people only knew what they so blithely deny & criticize, & have foretold what

we are seeing taking shape around us.  The nations repeating the errors of the Jews entrusted with the oracles & witness of God

before them.  Romans 9-11 KJB.  1 Timothy 4 & 5; 2 Timothy 3&4; 2 Peter 2&3; Jude; 1 and 2 John KJB.  

God isn't 7nished with the Jews & a remnant will 7gure that out after uniting with the world & false messiah, sadly the hard way.  God

has given his word.  Underneath it all are the ever-lasting arms, but at this point & in this corrupt desh, before the resurrection & the

transformation of God at that point: no man stands in the presence of God& lives, let alone 'takes his hand'.  The Holy Spirit of God is

only in those born again of his power through receiving his word, & even so men are yet creatures & not God.  John 1 & 3 KJB
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Methods to disable the vaccine after injection. Use within seconds after injection or soon as possible.ultrasonic cavitation, plasma

ball, tens unit, high voltage sparks from a gas igniter, extreme heating of the region using  a hair dryer , using a vacuum to suck the

liquid out , using ozone bagging for trans dermal ozone to oxidize it, vit d3 , ivermectin, high frequency electric and magnetic 7elds,

using localized x rays beam and sucking the thing out by your spouse after insertion or syringe just like in the movies. sucking it and

spitting although some women like to swallow.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

esecallum, The e`cacy of Vitamin D and ivermectin has been scienti7cally proven, but the rest of your recommendations

persuade me to wonder if your jackass method of "thinking" is genetic or volitionally acquired.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah no kidding.  You are on the sick side mentally, not to mention not being very bright.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

in other words...follow the science lol
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

esecallum, I've previously written that your methods require immediate response, if not preparation before the injection or oral

or other administration, but the administrators routinely request the patient to wait for observation, just in case there's an

anaphylactic reaction or other adverse event.  Your suggestions also presume that the injection isn't delivered directly into a

vein sending the drug immediately throughout the body.  Why not just refuse it?  One medical professional was caught when he

tried to offer a fake arm for injection.  Now, typically, a quali7ed witness must be present during the injection.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 4 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet

sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately after

injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this with pictures in 5 minutes at:-   https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium

volt method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sd1HOw_-SE&t=?v=C1nOR8RWVVA   3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite

zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks.  

This last method is loosely based on this method per this website which discusses insect and snake bites and neutralizing toxins.

http://venomshock.wikidot.com/  It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body duids and free radical/ions

can combine with the vaccine and reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in

the vaccine. You can buy the butterdy tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/Ebay for around $5. Use out of

sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED. Also high dose vitamin D in the

range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify the

harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. This is from vitamindwiki.com  You may study below to minimize harm from vaccines.

 vitamindwiki.com/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D ...
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We should not encourage people to get the vaccine and then attempt to disable it. This is irresponsible, even if it works in some

cases. If the vaccine dose enters the bloodstream, which can begin immediately, mechanical techniques simply fail - the

vaccine has moved on. The cases that are least susceptible to reversal by this technique are those that present the least danger

to the victim. Advising people to get the vaccine adds to the coercive forces applied by corporate and governmental

bureaucracies.
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nancymat
Joined On 2/5/2015 9:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for these strategies, esecallum.  Could you please repeat the YouTube link in method 2?  It doesn't work.  Thanks!
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you can 7nd the "frequency" of the vaccine then you can ZAP (Bioresonance) to negate it. The equal and opposite frequency.

The Germans are particularly keen on Bioresonance.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHAT? With graphene hydroxide nanoparticles in the vax and god knows what other metals, this sounds like a recipe for

VIBRATING the metals and for pure disaster! Where and how did these brilliant Stanford students ever come up with this idea,

anyway?  Folks, it is time to study, I mean really study, natural medicine. Make it a New Year's resolution.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WTF ??? I should go ahead and get these "vaccines", and then put myself through this ridiculous electric "cleansing" procedure

to "reduce [the "vaccine's"] potential to cause harm ?? Seriously ?? I have a much better strategy in mind not merely to "reduce

potential harm" from these "vaccines, but also to avoid harm from them altogether: I will not receive them; nor will I comply with

any commands to get a COVID "passport".  If that "passport" is imposed nationwide, I will look for employment and goods and

services in the black market, which will certainly exist, as it does in every dictatorship.

In fact, it has been expanding in the US ever since this COVID craziness started, when the forced closure of "non-essential"

businesses began.  Your suggesting Vitamin D is the only thing in your post that makes rational sense, for Vitamin D is an

essential ingrediant for a healthy immune system. We get Vitamin D from sunlight, so taking a Vitamin D supplement all year,

and additional Vitamin D during the winter-time makes sense, as well as eating fresh foods, getting su`cient rest, and reducing

stressors in one's life.  Save the zappers for the mosquitoes !
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below." Are you referring to short term symptoms'

"harmful effects" or long term adverse "harmful effects"? If we are just talking about painful "critter bite" type symptoms,

wouldn't Benadryl work??? But I'm sure that we are all concerned about the permanent long term adverse effects.

www.survivalkit.com/.../snake-and-insect-bites  Benadryl bottom of 4th black-print paragraph. But I like

"arthurrieloutlook.com's" response best of all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/31/2021 8:25:19 AM
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pipblanc      The bioresonance antidote solution you mention, pioneered by Royal Rife, works on organisms with cellular

membranes. I'm not so sure that self organizing graphene is a suitable candidate for that mechanism. And even if graphene

coalescing could be inhibited it would be temporary (for the duration of close proximity to the disassociating frequency) and

what's the remedy for its razor edge like structure? The good news is that there are researchers who say it can be eliminated

from our bodies.
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Scary but not surprising. Reposted at www.notmyarm.com Missed a recent article by Dr. Mercola? We have created a special section

for them on our site. notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/31/2021 10:21:02 AM
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
Latest Trustworthy News from Dr. Mercola — delivered straight to your inbox! Enter your email address Subscribe Now!
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All ,

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a quali7ed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali7ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speci7c permission, when

used only in a not-for-pro7t format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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